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1. Introduction

The main purpose of Basel III is to improve banks’ capability in shielding financial 
shocks and economic fluctuations, and also to raise the level of risk management and 
bank governance, and to enhance the transparency of the banking industry and disclo-
sure requirements. As to the reform subjects, it’s focus lies on the stability of individual 
bank on a micro level and bank’s systemic risk and procyclicality which would amplify 
the risk on a macro level. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the impact of the Basel 
III Accord on China’s banking Industry and put forward several relative suggestions 
based on practical situation.

2. Analysis of implementation of  
the Basel III in China

China has issued a series of policies, regulations and drafts since Basel Ⅲ proposed, in 
order to implement the outcomes of international financial regulatory reform, adjust 
the domestic regulatory policies, make transitional arrangements and finally connect 
to the new regulations. At present, the actual situations of China’s banking industry 
are as below.

2.1 Implementation of capital adequacy rules

The China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) released a consultation draft of 
new measures on capital management for banks on August 15, 2011. The new approach 
was implemented on January 1, 2012. 

The draft’s “transitional arrangement” for capital adequacy ratio is as below:

(1) In principle, Systemically important commercial banks should satisfy the following 
conditions by the end of 2013: a) Core Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 
8.5 %; b) Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 9.5 %; c) Capital Adequacy Ra-
tio: not less than 11.5 %. With approval of the CBRC, banks can meet the standards 
by the end of 2015.

(2) In principle, other commercial banks should satisfy the following conditions by the 
end of 2016: a) Core Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 7.5 %; b) Tier 1 
Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 8.5 %; c) Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 
10.5 %. With approval of the CBRC, banks can meet the standards by the end of 2018.
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Table 1: The Levels of Capital Adequacy Ratio of China’s Five Systemically Important Banks   
 Unit: million Yuan

Bank
Bank of China Agricultural Bank of China

06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009 06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009

Net Capital 848,189 740,704 575,024 716,782 624,124 440,349

Net Core Capital 655,968 593,787 468,231  — — —

Risk-weighted 
Assets

6,549,927 5,887,170 5,163,848 6,018,954 5,383,694 4,373,006

Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

12.95 % 12.58 % 11.14 % 11.91 % 11.59 % 10.07 %

Core Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

10.01 % 10.09 % 9.07 % 9.36 % 9.75 % 7.74 %

Bank

Industrial and Commercial  
Bank of China

China Construction Bank

06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009 06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009

Net Capital 999,280 872,373 731,956 823,355 762,449 608,233

Net Core Capital 795,613 709,193 586,431  — — —

Risk-weighted 
Assets

8,105,103 7,111,357 5,921,330 6,579,846 6,015,329 5,197,545

Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

12.33 % 12.27 % 12.36 % 12.51 % 12.68 % 11.70 %

Core Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

9.82 % 9.97 % 9.90 % 10.42 % 10.40 % 9.31 %

Bank
Bank of Communications

06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009

Net Capital 320,723 298,553 226,433

Net Core Capital 248,271 227,296 154,489

Risk-weighted 
Assets

2,629,009 2,416,255 1,887,022

Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

12.20 % 12.36 % 12.00 %

Core Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

9.41 % 9.37 % 8.15 %

Sources: The banks’ annual reports in 2010 and semi-annual reports in 2011
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(3) Rural cooperative banks and rural banks should satisfy the following conditions by the 
end of 2018: a) Core Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 7.5 %; b) Tier 1 Capi-
tal Adequacy Ratio: not less than 8.5 %; c) Capital Adequacy Ratio: not less than 10.5 %.

In order to analyze and get conclusions about the situations of implementation of capital 
adequacy rules, data from 2010 annual reports and 2011 semi-annual reports of China’s 
banks is collected and organized. As of June 30, 2011, the levels of capital adequacy ratio 
of China’s five systemically important banks (i.e., Bank of China, Agricultural Bank of 
China, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, China Construction Bank and Bank 
of Communications) are listed in Table 1.
Similarly, the levels of capital adequacy ratio of four more representative commercial 
banks (i.e., Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, Huaxia Bank, Everbright Bank and 
Minsheng Bank) are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: The Levels of Capital Adequacy Ratio of China’s Four Representative Commercial Banks   
 Unit: million Yuan

Bank

Shanghai Pudong  
Development Bank

Huaxia Bank

06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009 06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009

Net Capital 164,111 153,846 97,580 798,860 549,040 440,690

Net Core Capital 130,655 119,823 65,184 587,740 344,800 295,530

Risk-weighted Assets 1,424,833 1,278,361 943,705 5,976,810 5,187,220 4,318,690

Capital Adequacy Ratio 11.50 % 12.02 % 10.34 % 13.32 % 10.58 % 10.20 %

Core Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

9.16 % 9.37 % 6.90 % 9.80 % 6.65 % 6.84 %

Bank
Everbright Bank Minsheng Bank

06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009 06/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009

Net Capital 114,708 103,312 70,512 159,920 133,772 107,656

Net Core Capital 86,743 77,638 47,709 115,675 103,488 88,756

Risk-weighted Assets 1,055,109 932,933 676,284 1,490,984 1,280,847 993,773

Capital Adequacy Ratio 10.82 11.02 10.39 10.73 10.44 10.83

Core Capital  
Adequacy Ratio

8.06 8.15 6.84 7.75 8.07 8.92

Sources: The banks’ semi-annual reports in 2011
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Table 2 shows that the core capital adequacy ratios of these four representative banks 
are all above 7.5 % and capital adequacy ratios are all above 10.5 %. The four representa-
tive banks’ capital adequacy ratios have all met the requirements of Basel Ⅲ and also 
CBRC’s regulations. Although Huaxia Bank, Everbright Bank, Minsheng Bank had not 
met the requirements until last two years, it’s likely that these banks will keep the con-
dition in the future based on the trend of data development. 
Taken together, China’s banking industry has already reached the standards of capital 
adequacy proposed by Basel Ⅲ.

2.2 Implementation of leverage ratio rules

CBRC issued the Rules for the Leverage Ratio Management of Commercial Banks (Draft) 
on May 20, 2011.The new Rules set forth that leverage ratio refers to the ratio of eligi-
ble tier-1 capital held by a commercial bank to its adjusted balance on and off balance 
sheet.1 The Rules are in line with Basel Committee guidelines, except the minimum lev-
erage ratio requirement, which is set at 4 %. This is 1 percentage point above the Basel 
Committee proposal. Besides, the Rules have set forth the transitional arrangements. 
Systemically important banks need to meet the standards by the end of 2012 and the 
deadline for non-SIBs is end-2016. During the transitional period, as for commercial 
banks whose leverage ratio is lower than the minimum supervisory requirement, the 
Rules make it clear that the CBRC can take corrective actions, banks need to make plan 
and report to CBRC.

Since China’s banks have been engaged in low-leverage business for a long time, the 
leverage ratios have already attained international standards. In 2010, the Basel Com-
mittee conducted a quantitative estimation, the result showed that the average leverage 
ratio of China’s banks was 4.6 %, higher than the standard in the Rules and Basel III.

2.3 Implementation of liquidity management rules

The CBRC issued the Rules Governing Liquidity Risk Management of Commercial Banks 
(Tentative) for public consultation on October 12, 2011. The Rules have been effective 
since January 1, 2012. All the domestic and foreign commercial banks registered inside 
China will be subject to the Rules. CBRC will guide banks to establish a sound liquidity 
risk management system in accordance with the Rules, so that banks can timely iden-

1 The Rules also set forth that tier-1 capital and tier-1 capital deductions refer to the tier-1 capital and tier-1 capital deductions used to 
calculate capital adequacy ratio as per appropriate CBRC regulations, and the adjust balance on and off balance sheet refers to the adjusted 
balance on balance sheet less tier-1 capital deductions and then plus the sum of adjusted balances of off-balance-sheet items.
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tify, prudentially assess, monitor, control liquidity risks and ensure the liquidity needs 
can be met at a reasonable cost.
The Rules point out that regulatory liquidity indicators incorporate deposit-to-loan ra-
tio, liquidity ratio, liquidity coverage ratio and net stable funding ratio. Commercial 
banks should meet the indicators requirement. Liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) and net 
stable funding ratio (NSFR) mentioned in Basel Ⅲ were introduced into the Rules, both 
of them shall be not less than 100 % for banks. Loan-to-deposit ratio (LDR) and liquidity 
ratio (LR) are two new indicators added in the Rules by CBRC. Loan-to-deposit ratio is 
the ratio of a bank’s loans to its deposits ( LDR =    

amount of loans    
´ 100 %

 

 
amount of deposits ), LDR should be no higher 

than 75 % for commercial banks. Liquidity ratio is the ratio of a bank’s liquid assets to 
its liquid debts ( LR = 

amount of liquuid assets
 ´ 100 %

 

 
amount of liquuid debts ), LR should be not less than 25 %.

As of June 30, 2011, the liquidity indicators of the five systemically important banks are 
listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Liquidity Indicators of China’s Five Systemically Important Banks (%) Unit: million Yuan

Bank
2011

Bank of China Agricultural Bank of China

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

Liquidity Ratio
RMB 45.30 43.20 45.30 42.44 38.36 40.99 

FCY 56.60 52.20 55.60 115.82 127.03 122.54 

Loan-to-deposit Ratio 68.50 70.20 70.30 55.47 55.77 55.19 

Bank
2011

Industrial and Commercial  
Bank of China

China Construction Bank

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

Liquidity Ratio
RMB 30.30 31.80 30.70 51.46 51.66 48.20 

FCY 50.70 53.40 61.10 53.22 55.70 95.18 

Loan-to-deposit Ratio 61.20 62.00 59.50 — — —

Bank
2011

Bank of Communications

2011 2010 2009

Liquidity Ratio
(RMB and FCY)

35.69 32.23 27.83

Loan-to-deposit Ratio 70.61 72.1 71.97

Sources: The banks’ annual reports in 2010 and semi-annual reports in 2011
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The data of liquidity indicators in Table 3 shows that China’s five systemically impor-
tant banks have all met the regulatory requirements. Loan-to-deposit ratios are all no 
higher than 75 % and liquidity ratios are all not less than 25 %. 

Similarly, the liquidity indicators of four more representative commercial banks (i.e., 
Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, Huaxia Bank, Everbright Bank and Minsheng 
Bank) are listed in Table 4.

The data of liquidity indicators in Table 4 shows that most of these four representative 
banks’ indicators have met the regulatory requirements except Huaxia Bank’s loan-to-
deposit ratio (FCY) in 2011 and Minsheng Bank’s liquidity ratio in 2011.

Table 4: The Liquidity Indicators of China’s Four Representative Commercial Banks (%)  
 Unit: million Yuan

Bank 

Shanghai Pudong  
Development Bank Huaxia Bank

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

Liquidity Ratio
RMB 42.76 40.28 48.71 36.73 38.10 28.68 

FCY 54.82 54.54 55.32 55.87 78.20 97.61 

Loan-to- 
deposit Ratio

RMB 70.62 69.76 71.60 67.89 66.90 71.28 

FCY 73.79 78.17 56.27 86.80 73.01 51.47 

Bank
Everbright Bank Minsheng Bank

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

Liquidity Ratio
RMB 35.29 45.63 35.15 25.49 32.35 34.12 

FCY 33.01 95.81 42.81  — 92.99 126.24 

Loan-to- 
deposit Ratio

RMB 70.75 71.15 77.19 73.25 75.38 75.00 

FCY 71.10 71.63 78.15 — 85.95 38.98 

Sources: The banks’ semi-annual reports in 2011

Above all, China’s banking industry has mainly reached the quantity standards of li-
quidity management proposed by Basel Ⅲ. Though there are some banks that fail to 
meet supervisory requirements on part of the indicators, it’s likely that they will com-
plete the corresponding adjustment and reform during the transition period.
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While the implementation of Basel III’s quantitative criteria in China is relatively good, 
it’s still necessary to note that there is considerable room left for improvement in the 
aspect of quality. 
First, under the new framework of strengthening the definition of capital, problems on 
capital management still exist. For instance, some deductions are not included in ac-
cordance with the regulations, some debt instruments are unqualified and the way to 
make equity investment is relaxed, etc.
Second, the reason why China’s commercial banks maintain a high level of capital qual-
ity is that common equity dominates the tier-1 capital they hold. Because of this, the 
convergence of core tier-1 capital and tier-1 capital is visible for China’s commercial 
banks. Common equity does have a strong ability to absorb losses of risks, but its high-
cost feature will leave China’s banks at a disadvantage in the context of a unified regu-
latory standard.
Third, the reason why China’s commercial banks maintain a comparatively low level 
of leverage ratio is that banks remain dependent on interest income. China’s banks 
seem to meet the supervisory requirements, but in the long term, the problem of weak 
intermediate business and insufficient financial innovation may make banks run out of 
steam.

3.  Suggestions for further development of 
China’s banking industry

3.1  Promoting capital structure adjustment and broadening 
 capital supplement channels

First, banks should promote capital structure adjustment and strengthen management 
of internal economic capital. This means that banks need to improve the capability of 
active management of assets and liabilities, reasonably adjust the asset structure ac-
cording to the risk tolerance of capital, transform the profit growth model, and improve 
the strength and also the operational efficiency of capital. Meanwhile, banks should 
improve the assessment process of internal capital adequacy considering risk, return 
and occupied capital together as whole, in order to achieve effective control of assets.

Second, as mentioned above, there are still problems on capital management such as 
incomplete deductions and unqualified debt instruments. The way to deal with these 
problems is to replenish capital. However, the majority of domestic banks take equity 
financing as the most important way to replenish capital, ignoring internal capital gen-
eration. So equity financing is not a sustainable source for capital adequacy. Due to the 
high cost of external financing, dependence on equity financing will definitely restrict 
the long run of banks’ development. Therefore, banks should look for new channels of 
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capital supplement attempt to set up a new capital supplement mechanism by making 
use of retained earnings.
Third, banks should establish a proactive and dynamic capital provisioning system. Dy-
namic provisioning system refers to a provisioning system corresponding to the eco-
nomic cycle. Banks should increase capital provisions in the times of economic boom 
and reduce capital provisions in the times of economic downturn to guard against sys-
temic risks.

3.2  Transforming business models and developing intermediary 
and off-balance business

As mentioned, Basel Ⅲ will have a great impact on profitability of banks in China. 
Against this background, how to change the business model has become a key point of 
the sustainable development of domestic banks in the future.

First, banks should adjust the business structure and develop intermediary business 
actively. The current status quo of banks in China is that they are highly dependent 
on wholesale credit business that tied up a lot of capital. Because of smaller risk, lower 
cost and higher income, expanding non-interest business, retail business, intermediary 
business and off-balance business becomes an important way of changing the situation 
and increasing profit for banks. This is to shift banks from a business model based on 
interest business to one based on both interest business and intermediary business.

The 2011 mid-year reports released by China’s five systemically important banks show 
that their intermediary business has improved a lot. However, compared with that of the 
banks in western countries, the intermediary business of Chinese commercial banks is 
far behind in terms of both quality and quantity. At present, the intermediary business of 
Chinese commercial banks still concentrates on traditional settlement, foreign exchange, 
collection and payment, credit card, letter of credit, negotiation and so on, whereas high-
tech and high value-added off-balance business products are still inadequate. The way to 
solve this problem for China’s banking industry is to further develop intermediary and 
off-balance business such as bank card payment, settlement, insurance agency business, 
consulting services, derivatives transactions and so on. Meanwhile, banks should further 
develop retail business such as individual housing mortgages, consumer durables loans 
and personal finance, thus improving profitability and diversifying risks.
In addition, China should strive to improve capital market development and provide 
banks with conditions for financial innovation. Banks need to build their core compe-
tence through innovation in financial products with high profit, ample liquidity, low risk 
and low cost. 
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3.3  Increasing the intensity of risk management  
and refining its standards

Even though China’s banking industry has met Basel III’s requirements in quantitative 
ratios, its qualitative operation remains to be improved. 

Firstly, daily monitoring and stress testing of regulatory indicators should be carefully 
conducted. Some important risk management indicators especially capital adequacy ra-
tio and provision coverage should be comprehensively monitored. Meanwhile, in order 
to provide early warnings for potential risk and losses, the control of market risk, credit 
risk, operating risk and liquidity risk ratios should also be strengthened. The banking 
industry should explore its own stress testing methods which are in line with domestic 
market situation and banks’ characteristics by referencing mainstream pressure test 
method and cash pressure test method. Stress testing should be regularly conducted.

In addition, the construction of related database should be constantly improved so that 
the delicacy management of bank risk can be enhanced. Sophisticated database is of great 
significance for future management and risk prediction. The banking industry should 
continually accumulate risk events during business operation and incorporate them into 
the computer system so that they can be used to calculate the subsequent risk indexes 
(such as VaR). Meanwhile, in order to conduct the delicacy management of bank risk, 
the data and conditions should be carefully detailed during the process of incorporation.
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